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About This Game

Side-scrolling shooting game in which you have the ability to travel between 2 parallel timelines whenever you want.

Use the Wormhole mechanic to avoid obsta 5d3b920ae0
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Wow! first time ive been early reviewing a game. Anyway, this game is awesome. the adrenaline inducing music along with the
reckless playstyle it encourages makes this game very thrilling. This game is much better than just a TouHou ripoff and that is a
very difficult thing to achieve while keeping the bullet-hell AND scrolling shoot-em-up theme AND great music. definetly
recomend this game, unless you cant handle being dangerously close to lighning fast bullets almost all the time. i only played it
for a few minutes because thats all my heart could take and i wanted the honor of writing the first real review (real meaning not
just saying "first").. Wow! first time ive been early reviewing a game. Anyway, this game is awesome. the adrenaline inducing
music along with the reckless playstyle it encourages makes this game very thrilling. This game is much better than just a
TouHou ripoff and that is a very difficult thing to achieve while keeping the bullet-hell AND scrolling shoot-em-up theme AND
great music. definetly recomend this game, unless you cant handle being dangerously close to lighning fast bullets almost all the
time. i only played it for a few minutes because thats all my heart could take and i wanted the honor of writing the first real
review (real meaning not just saying "first").. Wow! first time ive been early reviewing a game. Anyway, this game is awesome.
the adrenaline inducing music along with the reckless playstyle it encourages makes this game very thrilling. This game is much
better than just a TouHou ripoff and that is a very difficult thing to achieve while keeping the bullet-hell AND scrolling shoot-
em-up theme AND great music. definetly recomend this game, unless you cant handle being dangerously close to lighning fast
bullets almost all the time. i only played it for a few minutes because thats all my heart could take and i wanted the honor of
writing the first real review (real meaning not just saying "first").
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